Professors Shouldn’t Teach to Younger Versions of Themselves

Too many academics focus on ideal students rather than real ones.

By Rebecca Schuman

Students pack into a crowded lecture hall at Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University on Oct. 13, 2014, in Frankfurt, Germany, for a lecture, or, “mental workout.”
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In last weekend’s New York Times opinion section, UNC-Chapel Hill professor Molly Worthen set the academic internet ablaze with a paean to the unappreciated perfection of the old-fashioned “sage on stage” format, also known as the lecture. “Absorbing a long, complex argument is hard work,” she argued; the work is worthwhile because students ostensibly learn to “to synthesize, organize and react” as they listen. Abandoning the lecture, she argues, capitulates “to the worst features of the customer-service mentality that has seeped into the university from the business world.” Professors should advertise lectures as “an exercise in mindfulness and attention building, a mental workout,” and one that also hones that most important of important skills, note-taking. “Verbatim transcription is never the goal: Students should synthesize as they learn.”

Rebecca Schuman is an education columnist for Slate.

I will grant that nothing about the lecture format as Worthen describes it is inherently bad. But Worthen’s elegy to a format that bores so many students reminds me of a bad habit that too many professors have: building their teaching philosophies around younger versions of themselves, who were often more conscientious, more interested in learning, and more patient than the student staring at his phone in the back of their classrooms.

Here’s an example. Many undergraduates learn about Plato—or, more realistically, they zone out during lectures on Plato. Often, they’re zoning out because their professors have planned that lecture for—speaking of Plato—the “ideal” student, the perfect one, the one who does synthesize as he or she learns.
Sure, students should learn to listen to their betters speak for 50 minutes about something difficult. They also should not email me at 11:30 p.m., informing me that since the Wi-Fi is out in their dorm room, there is “no way” for them to do their homework for the next day. When I was a professor, I had very high expectations of my students—but I also recognized that they came in all varieties, and thus they deserved a variety of instructional approaches, possibly including the lecture, but certainly not restricted to it.

Worthen is certainly correct that absorbing a long, complex argument is hard work, and it was probably work that she herself enjoyed as an undergraduate. It appears that she plans her courses with this experience in mind, and she’s not alone. I saw it in my pedagogy seminar in grad school (the class in which we learned curriculum design and lesson planning). Our assignment was to develop a new German course for imaginary undergrads, and one of my classmates designed one that was punishingly hard. “I could have done it!” she said indignantly. “All I did every night in college was make lists of vocabulary words, over and over again. They should, too!” Maybe they should—but most of them won’t.

Almost all of the beginning academics I know make rookie errors in their first years of teaching, usually involving overly long syllabi they assume the students will read (ha), or overly elaborate assignments they assume the students will do correctly on the first try (double-ha). Then they take to Facebook bemoaning the fact that their classes aren’t working, that none of the students are reading, that they’re teaching to a room of backpacks.

This makes perfect sense, though, because they plan their courses for the front-row kid who has read every word of the assignment (twice!), the kid whose hand flies up after every question. The kid whose notes everyone else would copy before the final, if they didn’t hate his guts. Every class has a handful of these, and they often go on to grad school and the professoriate. What about everybody else?

When I was a professor, I usually assigned both a reasonable amount of reading and a list of detailed questions about that reading. Students were graded on their answers, which we’d spend a lot of the class discussing. I did this because if someone had done that to me back when I was a distinctly mediocre undergrad—me and the majority of my classmates—we would have learned to read better and smarter and eventually faster. Yes, an ideal student is already a good reader or possesses the desire to become one. But real students are often too busy (working 40 hours a week, taking care of family members, or even just being college students) to take this kind of initiative. Worthen claims that before students can appreciate a lecture, they have to be taught how to listen. But before that, in many cases, they have to be taught how to read.

The American professoriate shouldn’t gear their courses exclusively to students who are so bright and motivated they could learn the material on their own. They should also include components designed for the average, real, very-much-not-ideal student they will actually meet.

Worthen is proud that her fealty to the lecture is “deeply unfashionable,” aligning herself with a tradition of humanists “beating back calls to update our methods, to follow the lead of the sciences, for a very long time.” But she and other Platonist professors are conflating an eagerness to reach as many students as possible (even if that involves teaching in multiple formats) with capitulating to the customer-service mentality. This is a false equivalence, and in my experience it’s also inaccurate.

Indeed, the lecture format is often actually giving “customers” what they want. I’ve met plenty of students who are only too happy to sit there counting minutes while the professor’s uninterrupted soliloquy fades to Peanuts-esque trombone sounds. (It’s fine; they printed out the PowerPoint anyway.) It’s actually often the seminar format that students don’t want, because it forces them to be present in the classroom. In 75 minutes loaded with the “learner-centered” activities that Worthen dismisses as callow consumerism, the class still works through that “long, complex argument,” but they do it together, with a measure of involvement, investment, and sometimes even retention (the kind not even the most meticulous notes can provide).

Breaking up lectures with more involved instructional methods isn’t necessarily giving students what they want. But sometimes, it is giving students what they need. If only the Platonists of academia could realize this—although that would involve coming out from behind the lectern, and listening to what their students have to say.
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